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We present findings from a study of prospective middle school teachers’ reasoning as they transitioned 
from thinking arithmetically to thinking algebraically about even and odd numbers. Teachers were asked 
to make sense of and use two representations of even and odd numbers to model them and to make 
connections between the representations. Analysis of a whole-class discussion indicates that although 
teachers easily represented even and odd numbers using an algebraic generalization, they grappled to 
make sense of a given geometric model. As teachers worked to make sense of the geometric model, they 
transitioned back and forth among three ways of interpreting the model (two of which were incorrect; one 
of which was correct).  

ey ords  Algebra and Algebraic hin ing  Classroom Disco rse  mber Concepts and perations  
eacher d cation Preservice 

Purpose of the Study 

Standards for 12 mathematics emphasi e the se of m ltiple representations e.g., ritten ords, 
diagrams, symbolic e pressions, physical models, graphs  for ma ing sense of and comm nicating 
mathematical ideas Common Core State Standards nitiative CCSS , 2010  ational Co ncil of 

eachers of Mathematics C M , 2000 . Scholars arg e that e amining different representations can 
ma e mathematics more meaningf l by ill minating different aspects of a mathematical idea or 
relationship C oco, 2001  C M, 2000 . epresentations may be partic larly important in the middle 
grades as st dents ma e the transition from thin ing arithmetically—for e ample, or ing ith specific 
even and odd n mbers to thin ing algebraically—for e ample, ma ing sense of even and odd n mbers 
as sets of n mbers that can be generali ed CCSS , 2010  C M, 2000 . he diffic lties that many 
st dents have in ma ing this transition are ell doc mented e.g., Cha an,  er shalmy, 2003  Smith, 
2003 , and scholars s ggest that considering both vis al and n merical modes of generali ing may 
facilitate this transition by helping st dents nderstand the nat re of variable and familiari ing them ith 
the str ct re of algebraic e pressions annin, 2003  ivera  ec er, 2009  hornton, 2001 . 

Considering different mathematical representations has also proven to be beneficial for teachers. 
esearch sho s that ma ing sense of and sing different representations can strengthen teachers  content 
no ledge by re iring them to ma e connections among representations and can strengthen teachers  

pedagogical content no ledge by providing them greater access to st dent thin ing as st dents interpret 
different representations erbel isenmann  Phillips, 2005  s   Sherin, 2003 . h s, one ay to 
strengthen teachers  ability to s pport middle school st dents  transition from arithmetic thin ing to 
algebraic thin ing is to provide them ith opport nities to reason abo t and se different representations 
to ma e sense of mathematical ideas. n partic lar, the mathematics content co rses ta en d ring their 
teacher preparation programs might be a promising conte t for s ch learning e periences.  

his research report presents findings from a st dy that investigated the ays in hich a class of 
prospective middle school teachers PMS s  reasoned abo t different representations of even and odd 
n mbers d ring their or  on a n mber theory nit in a mathematics content co rse for PMS s. he 
conte t of even and odd n mbers as chosen for t o reasons  a  it is central to the n mber theory ideas 
that are st died in the middle grades CCSS , 2010  appan, Fey, Fit gerald, Friel,  Phillips, 2006  and 
b  it is accessible, yet still presents some challenge, for teachers Smith, 2011 .  
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Theoretical Perspective 

M ch of the mathematics ed cation literat re in recent years concept ali es the learning of 
mathematics as a collective act. he vie  that learning is a social endeavor is rooted in theories of 
cognitive development based on fo ndational ideas by ean Piaget and ev ygots y. Piaget arg ed that 
social interactions are central to no ledge development beca se they infl ence individ als  attempts to 
resolve conflicts bet een their perspective and the perspectives of others ro n  Palincsar, 1989  

ogoff, 1998 . ygots y also emphasi ed social interaction as an essential element of cognitive 
development. e asserted that there is fl idity bet een self and others, and cognitive e changes at this 
bo ndary mitigate the process thro gh hich no ledge development occ rs. Socioc lt ral theories of 
mathematics learning integrate the perspectives of both Piaget and ygots y and maintain that one cannot 
e amine individ al st dents  reasoning and cognitive development itho t considering ho  it is 
infl enced by the social conte t or e amine the social conte t itho t considering ho  individ al 
st dents  reasoning infl ences that conte t Cobb, 2001  Cobb  ac el, 1996 .   

Partic larly relevant to the present st dy is the notion that representation can be concept ali ed as a 
collective act occ rring ithin a specific social and mathematical conte t. Collective representation 
involves negotiating individ ally constr cted representations in the shared space of a gro p or classroom 
as ell as the teacher s role in facilitating these interactions  Styliano , 2010, p. 327 . his st dy 
investigated the e tent to hich considering different representations of even and odd n mbers as helpf l 
in PMS s  collective transition from thin ing arithmetically to thin ing algebraically.  

Methods 

he st dy as cond cted d ring Spring 2011 at a fo r year, p blic niversity in the so theastern 
United States. he 22 participants 14 female  8 male  ere PMS s enrolled in a re ired 16 ee  
mathematics content co rse for prospective middle and secondary school teachers. Since secondary 
school teachers at this niversity are certified to teach both middle and secondary school, all participants 

ere considered prospective middle school teachers.   
he co rse met once a ee  for t o ho rs and thirty min tes and foc sed on three content strands 

central to the middle grades  a  n mber and operations  b  algebra and f nctions  and c  geometry and 
meas rement CCSS , 2010  C M, 2000 . hro gho t the co rse PMS s ere as ed to reason abo t 
and ma e connections bet een and among representations of mathematical ideas across these three 
content strands. he instr ctor and first a thor  also immersed PMS s in the processes of mathematical 
in iry CCSS , 2010  C M, 2000  and modeled a type of teaching hose goal as learning ith 

nderstanding Carpenter  ehrer, 1999 . PMS s ere enco raged and e pected to reg larly engage in 
disc ssions ith their peers as they shared their thin ing abo t problems and sol tion strategies, reasoned 
abo t and made connections bet een mathematical ideas, made and eval ated con ect res, and developed 
and revised mathematical arg ments. 

Data collection occ rred d ring a five ee  nit on n mber theory that incl ded considering n meric, 
algebraic, and geometric representations of even and odd n mbers and e ploring ho  to add and m ltiply 
even and odd n mbers sing these different representations. he primary data so rce as transcripts of 
video of the hole class disc ssions that the second a thor filmed. Secondary data so rces incl ded  a  
the second a thor s field notes  b  ritten or  prod ced by PMS s d ring each class  and c  a dio 
recordings of ee ly meetings bet een the first and second a thors in hich they reflected on each class 
meeting, identified and disc ssed any ideas that the PMS s seemed to be str ggling ith, and disc ssed 
the instr ctor s plans for the ne t class meeting.  

he st dy reported herein foc ses on the first idea that PMS s grappled ith d ring the data 
collection, hich occ rred d ring the second class meeting of the nit the fifth class meeting of the 
semester  e plaining ho  the different components 2 , n , and 1  of the algebraic generali ations of 
even and odd n mbers 2n  and 2n 1 , respectively  ere represented geometrically in ilo s model  
sho n in Fig re 1 . n partic lar, PMS s had diffic lty ma ing connections bet een  a  the 2  in the 

algebraic generali ations of both even n mbers and odd n mbers and the ma im m n mber of tiles in each 
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col mn of ilo s model  b  the n  in the algebraic generali ations of both even and odd n mbers and the 
total n mber of complete  col mns i.e., col mns that contain t o tiles  and c  the 1  in the algebraic 
generali ation of odd n mbers and the one e tra tile that ma es an incomplete  col mn. Altho gh 2n 1 is 
also a valid generali ation of the set of odd n mbers, the instr ctor chose to foc s on the 2n 1 
generali ation in order to be consistent ith the so rce of ilo s model, the Connected Mathematics 
Project c rric l m.   

 
 

 

(Lappan, Fey, Fitzgerald, Friel, & Phillips, 2006, p. 25) 

Figure 1: Tilo’s model 

 
he transcript of the class meeting that is the foc s of this st dy as analy ed to identify the ays in 

hich PMS s sed the different representations of even and odd n mbers to reason abo t the meaning of 
the components of the algebraic generali ations of even and odd n mbers. hree milestones in PMS s  
thin ing abo t the variable n  sho n in Fig re 2  emerged from the data  a  claiming that n  
represented one tile  b  claiming that n  represented one complete column  and c  claiming that n  
represented the total number of complete columns.  

 
Thinking Arithmetically  Thinking Algebraically 

 
Milestone a Milestone b Milestone c 

 ‘n’ represents one tile  
(incorrect) 

‘n’ represents one  
complete column  

(incorrect) 

‘n’ represents the total 
number of complete columns 

(correct) 
   
   

Figure 2: Milestones in PMSTs’ transition from arithmetic to algebraic thinking 

Concept ali ing n  as representing one tile Milestone a  o ld res lt in a different algebraic 
e pression for each nat ral n mber e.g., 2 2n , 3 3n , 4 4n , 5 5n , 6 6n , here n 1 tile  and 
reflects arithmetic thin ing since it treats each n mber individually rather than as belonging to a set of 
n mbers ith shared characteristics. Concept ali ing n  as representing one complete column Milestone 
b  also res lts in a different algebraic e pression for each nat ral n mber e.g., 2 2 n , 3 2 n 1, 4 2 2n , 
5 2 2n 1, 6 2 3n  here n 1 complete col mn  ho ever, it recogni es that even n mbers have the 
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characteristic of being able to p t the tiles into gro ps of t o ith no tiles left over, and that odd n mbers 
have the characteristic of being able to be p t the tiles into gro ps of t o ith one tile left over. h s, 
Milestone b is considered to be a more algebraic ay of thin ing beca se it s ggests that there are some 
shared characteristics among n mbers ithin the same set. o ever, this ay of thin ing is not 
completely algebraic beca se it does not allo  for a single algebraic generali ation to represent even 
n mbers and another algebraic e pression to represent odd n mbers. Concept ali ing n  as representing 
the total number of complete columns Milestone c  reflects algebraic thin ing by recogni ing the shared 
characteristic among even n mbers as being able to p t the tiles into gro ps of t o ith no tiles left over, 
the shared characteristic among odd n mbers as being able to p t the tiles into gro ps of t o ith one tile 
left over, and res lts in one algebraic e pression for the set of even n mbers 2n  and another algebraic 
e pression for the set of odd n mbers 2n 1 .  

After identifying and coming to agreement on the e tent to hich the three milestones reflected 
arithmetic and algebraic thin ing, the a thors reanaly ed the transcripts to trace PMS s  ideas as they 
moved bac  and forth bet een the three milestones in their transition from thin ing arithmetically abo t 
individual even and odd n mbers to thin ing algebraically abo t generalizations of the set of even 
n mbers and the set of odd n mbers.  

Results 

he transition from thin ing arithmetically abo t individual even and odd n mbers to thin ing 
algebraically as sets of n mbers that can be generali ed as challenging for this gro p of PMS s and did 
not occ r in one direction from thin ing arithmetically to thin ing algebraically . nstead, in their efforts 
to ma e connections bet een the geometric and algebraic representations, PMS s  nderstanding of the 
meaning of the variable n  in the algebraic generali ations of even and odd n mbers 2n  and 2n 1 , 
respectively  shifted bac  and forth bet een the three milestones  a  n  representing one tile  b  n  
representing one complete column  and c  n  representing the total number of complete columns. As 
sho n in Fig re 3, all three milestones ere considered at least t ice d ring the hole class disc ssion. 

hat Milestone a as abandoned fairly early in the disc ssion s ggests that PMS s reali ed that p tting 
tiles into gro ps of t o to ma e complete col mns helped to ma e some distinction bet een the set of 
even and the set of odd n mbers. o ever, the movement bac  and forth bet een Milestones b and c 
indicates that PMS s ere not convinced that gro ping the complete col mns together o ld allo  them 
to clearly disting ish the set of even n mbers from the set of odd n mbers and connect to the algebraic 
generali ations they had identified. h s, altho gh the disc ssion ended on the correct  Milestone c, 
PMS s  nderstanding of n  as representing the total number of complete columns may have remained 
fragile. Field notes from the s bse ent class, in hich PMS s began operating on even and odd n mbers, 
also reflected this instability.  

 
Milestone   b           a           c          a           c           b           c           b           c           b           c 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Milestone a: ‘n’ representing one tile 
Milestone b: ‘n’ representing one complete column 
Milestone c: ‘n’ representing the total number of complete columns 

Figure 3: PMSTs’ transition among the three milestones 

 

Beginning of the 
whole-class 
discussion  

End of the 
whole-class 
discussion  
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he e cerpts that follo  are ill strative of the str ggle that PMS s had as they collectively made sense 
of the different representations and transitioned from thin ing arithmetically to thin ing algebraically 
abo t even and odd n mbers. n the first section, PMS s or  to ma e sense of the variable n  in the 
algebraic generali ations and to find commonality ithin the set of even n mbers and ithin the set of odd 
n mbers  th s ma ing the transition to ard thin ing more algebraically, and moving a ay from 
Milestone a. n the second section, PMS s foc s on ma ing e plicit connections bet een the feat res of 

ilo s model and the specific components of the algebraic generali ations and move bac  and forth 
bet een Milestones b and c. All names sed in the e cerpts that follo  are pse donyms. 

Finding Commonality Within the Sets of Even and Odd Numbers 

Prior to introd cing ilo s model, the instr ctor as ed PMS s to describe the set of even n mbers. 
PMS s easily identified commonalities across all n mbers in this set. For e ample, they described even 
n mbers as being divisible by 2, having no remainder after dividing by 2, being a multiple of 2, being an 
integer, and including 0. Despite these ays of describing the set of even n mbers, PMS s str ggled to 
ma e sense of ilo s model sho n in Fig re 1  hen the instr ctor introd ced it. n partic lar, PMS s 
str ggled to ma e connections bet een individ al representations of even and odd n mbers in ilo s 
model and the algebraic generali ations of even and odd n mbers that they identified ven 2n and 

dd 2n 1, here n is a hole n mber . he so rce of diffic lty as in ma ing sense of the meaning of 
the variable n  in both the algebraic and geometric representations of even and odd n mbers. his 
diffic lty is ill strated in the follo ing e cerpt here the PMS s grapple ith hether n  represents one 
tile, one complete column, or the total number of complete columns in ilo s model   

Uberto: Every, every n is a column. 
Olive: Yeah, every n is a column. 
Uberto: [Tilo’s] saying there [are] no sets- there’s no columns and then there’s one extra. 
Kaila: Every two n would have to be a column. 
Uberto: Yeah. Every two n is a column.   
Instructor: Every two n is a column, ok. Help me see where that is here. How do you see that? 
Uberto: Actually isn’t it just the n? It is just the n because, look at two. If you plug it [into] the two n 

equation, you have one [complete] column, and therefore two tiles.  

n this e cerpt, Uberto and live initially state that every n  is a col mn  s ggesting that n  
represents each col mn. his nderstanding of the variable is not consistent ith the algebraic 
generali ations of the sets of even or odd n mbers. nstead, even and odd n mbers ere being represented 
differently and treated individually rather than as belonging to a set of n mbers ith common attrib tes 
e.g., 2 2 n , 3 2 n 1, 4 2 2n , 5 2 2n 1, 6 2 3n  here n 1 col mn . aila arg es that every 2n  
o ld be a col mn  s ggesting that n  represents an individ al tile. Again, this nderstanding of the 

variable o ld res lt in different e pressions for even and odd n mbers e.g., 2 2n , 3 3n , 4 4n , 
5 5n , 6 6n , here n 1 tile . While both of these ays of ma ing sense of even n mbers s ggest that 
the PMS s ere thin ing more arithmetically than algebraically, there seems to be a alitative difference 
in Uberto and live s thin ing as compared to aila s thin ing. Whereas the e pressions aligned ith 

aila s thin ing sho ed no commonality ithin the sets of even or odd n mbers, e pressions for Uberto 
and live s thin ing s ggested that the components of the algebraic e pressions for even and odd n mbers 
i.e., 2 , n , 1  needed to be considered. his became more evident after Uberto responded to aila s 

idea abo t the meaning of n  by dra ing the PMS s  attention to the n mber of tiles in a col mn 
compared to the total n mber of col mns. As s ch, Uberto as e tending the PMS s  reasoning beyond 
thin ing abo t individ al even and odd n mbers to beginning to find commonality ithin these t o sets of 
n mbers. 

Explicitly Connecting the Geometric and Algebraic Models 

As the PMS s contin ed to reason collectively abo t the meaning of the variable n  in the algebraic 
generali ations of even and odd n mbers, they fre ently sed the geometric representations to ma e 
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f rther distinctions bet een the components of the algebraic e pression. his movement bac  and forth 
bet een representations is reflected in obbie s comment  

o  abo t e st define n and say for t o, yo  have t o tiles on top of each other and that s a 
col mn, that s one complete  col mn. So if yo  define n as the total  n mber of complete  col mns, 
if yo  p t it  in the form la, t o n, t o times one, it d give yo  t o. So e have seven, right, to get 
eight, yo  o ld add another tile on top of the one that s o t e o ld end p ith one, t o, three, 
fo r col mns, n representing the n mber of complete  col mns, yo  do t o times fo r, it o ld give 
yo  eight. So e sho ld st have  n sho ld st represent the total  n mber of complete  col mns, 
and it ll give yo  the n mber of  m even n mber.  

n this e cerpt, obbie as thin ing algebraically and ma ing an arg ment for hy n  represents the 
total number of complete columns rather than representing one complete column. y comparing specific 
even and odd n mbers in the geometric representation to the algebraic generali ation of even and odd 
n mbers, she as able to determine that the 2  represents the n mber of tiles in a col mn, and that the n  
represents the total n mber of complete col mns. F rthermore, obbie identified a difference bet een 
col mns that are complete by e plicitly stating, yo  have t o tiles on top of each other and that s a 
col mn, that s one complete  col mn  and those that are not complete for an odd n mber by stating, 
yo  o ld have to add another tile on top of the one that s o t.  As s ch, obbie s ay of thin ing as 

consistent ith the algebraic generali ations of even n mbers and odd n mbers and allo ed for even 
n mbers to be e pressed as 2n  and odd n mbers to be e pressed as 2n 1 . sabel clarified the meaning 
of the components even f rther by noting   

 thin  hat obbie and others  are trying to say is that t o is a constant  there are t o tiles in a 
col mn, so that doesn t change. So that the only n mber that changes is n, and it says ho  many total 
complete col mns . So if yo  have li e eleven complete col mns , it d be t o times eleven hich 

o ld p t yo  at t enty t o tiles. 

Despite PMS s  transition to ard thin ing abo t even and odd n mbers algebraically the disc ssion 
ended ith Milestone c , as the class contin ed to ma e connections bet een the different representations, 
the meaning of the variable n  in the algebraic generali ation as often revisited. he pattern of 
Milestones c, b, c, b, c, b, c sho n in Fig re 3 shifting bac  and forth bet een Milestones b and c
s ggests that PMS s  nderstanding of the meaning of n  in the algebraic e pressions for even and odd 
n mbers remained nstable.  

Discussion 

his st dy e amined PMS s  reasoning as they transitioned from thin ing arithmetically to thin ing 
algebraically abo t even and odd n mbers hile ma ing connections bet een algebraic and geometric 
representations of even and odd n mbers. Fle ibility in connecting m ltiple representations is a critical 
aspect of mathematical nderstanding e.g., esh, Post,  ehr, 1987  C M, 2000 , and the res lts of 
this st dy s ggest that this is challenging for teachers. he geometric model ilo s model  seemed to be a 
catalyst for helping the PMS s in this st dy reason abo t the different components of the algebraic 
generali ations of even and odd n mbers i.e., the 2 , the n , and the 1  as they transitioned from 
thin ing abo t individual even and odd n mbers to thin ing abo t the set of even and the set of odd 
n mbers. F rthermore, altho gh PMS s easily generated algebraic representations of even and odd 
n mbers that incl ded the variable n they had diffic lty ma ing sense of hat n  represents hen 
as ed to connect the algebraic representations to the geometric one. h s, the introd ction of the 
geometric model revealed PMS s  conceptions in ays that or ing e cl sively ith the algebraic model 
may not have. 

he res lts of this st dy also s ggest that the transition from thin ing abo t individual n mbers to 
thin ing abo t sets of n mbers is not ni directional, b t rather involves several concept al milestones
some of hich are incorrect that teachers move bac  and forth bet een as they made sense of 
generali ations of even and odd n mbers. t is also important to note that teachers reverted bac  to the 
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incorrect concept al milestones thro gho t the hole class disc ssion  s ggesting that their 
misconceptions ere rather stable. h s, the res lts of this st dy indicate that mathematics teacher 
ed cators face a serio s challenge  ho  to s pport prospective or practicing middle school teachers in 
ma ing sense of and connecting m ltiple representations of mathematical ideas. F t re or  ill 
investigate ho  PMS s sed these different representations to add and m ltiply even and odd n mbers 
and ho  the mathematics teacher ed cator ho as the instr ctor of this co rse s pported them in ma ing 
sense of the representations. 
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